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Abstract

If missing observationa in a panel data set are not misaing at random, many

widely applied estimators may be inconaistent. In this paper we diacuas

simple procedurea which can be used to assess whether observationa are

missing at random. Moreover, we consider more complicated eatimation

procedures that can be used to obtain consistent or efficient eatimates in

case of selectivity or attrition bias. Finally some attention ia paid to the

differences in identification, consistency end efficiency between inferences

from a aingle wave of the panel, a balanced sub-panel, end an unbalanced

panel. Throughout, the discussion is illustrated with empirical resulta on

the determinants of total consumer expenditures in a Dutch panel aurvey.
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1. Intmduction

One of the almost unavoidable problems in the empirical analysia of

panel data is attrítion. Individuals initielly participating in the penel

may drop out after a few wavea, or may not be willing or able to participate

in some wave, for example because of a holiday. In addition, often new

individuals are sampled after a few waves to "replace" the ones who have

dropped out, so as to retain the original sample size as much as possible.

The consequence of this is that virtually all available panel data aets are

unbalanced.
It is common practice in applied economic analysis of panel data to use

only the observations on units for which a complete time series is

available. Since the seminal contributions of Heckmen [1976, 19~9] end

Y.eusman and Wise [1979] it is well known that the use of complete obser-

vations only can easily yield misleading results originating in inconsistent

parameter estimates due to selection bias or attrition bias. In thia paper

we discuss simple procedurea which can be used to assess whether aeveral

widely applied eatímators are consistent. Moreover, we briefly discuss more

complicated estimation procedures which can be uaed to obtain consistent

parameter estimates if selectivity or non-random attrition occur in the

panel. Finally, some attention is paid to the choice problem to enalyze

either the complete observations in one wave of the panel only, or to

analyze a balanced panel with observations on fewer individuala then this

wave or to enalyze an unbalanced panel (aee e.g. Bi~rn [1981], Haltagi

[i985J or Wansbeek end Kapteyn [1989]). Throughout, we illustrate the dis-

cussion with empirical results on the determinents of total ennual

expenditurea in a Dutch consumer panel. Knowledge of these determinents and

the importance of the attrition bisa is required if one wanta to use panel

data to estimate the total consumer expenditure of groups of individuels

e.g. in order to construct national accounts. Moreover, the analysis of the

nonreaponae bías ín total expenditures is a first step towards a aolution of

the more complicated problem of determining the effects of nonreaponse on

the estimation of Engel curves from panel data which will be treated in a

separate paper.
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The plan of this paper is as followa. In Section 2 we discuss the model

under consideration, while in Section 3 three possibilitíea to teat for

attrition bias are introduced. A brief introduction to the application and

the data is given in Section 4, while empirical results based on the three

procedures to test for attrition bias are given ín Sections 5 through ~.

8ection 8 contains estimation results which are corrected for potentiel

attrition bias. Section 9 concludes.

2. The model

A commonly used model to analyze individual behavior using a panel data

sPt is the following linear model

N

yit -~0 ~~~xit 4 ai 4 Eit (i - 1,...,N; t r 1,...,T), (1)

where xit is e K-dimensional vector of explanatory variables for individual

i at time t and s' '(P1,.-..AK). The error term eit is assumed to be in-

dependently identically diatributed over individuels and time, independent

of sll x~s. The ai denote unobserved individual speciflc effects and can be

treated either as fixed parameters (which results in the fixed effects

model) or as random drawings from a paremetrized distribution (the random

effects model). In this paper we-consider a rendom effects model and assume

w
ai - a'xi t ai. (2)

where xi ~ ït~lxit~T and ai is a random error term which is assumed to be
normal (ai ' IN(0, o~)) and independent of eft and x,t (vi,j,t). The

specification in (2) correaponds to the one proposed by Mundlek [19~8] and

is a restricted version of a specification put forward by Chamberlain [1982,

1984]. Substitution of (2) in (1) yields

yit L~0 }~~xit ~ A'xi r ai f Eit. (3)
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An important problem in empirical research besed on panel data sets is
that the penel i s uaually incomplete, i.e. it is rarely the ceae that all
the relevant variables of each individuel are observed ín all periods under
consideratíon. 1wo causes of missing data have to be diatinguished. A first
reason why observations are missing can be that not all individuals have
been asked to report information on all the variables in all perioda. This
will, for exemple, be the case if the panel is rotating or if the number of

individuals included in the panel has been changed during the sample period.
A second cause of missing observations is that individuals are not willing

(or able) to report on some of the variables.
In this paper we assume that the decision of a data collecting agency

to include an individual in the semple ( to ask an individuel to cooperate)
is independent of the disturbences oci and E it in (3) but dependence on the
exogenous variables xit is not excluded. Thus, we do not abstract from the
possibility that the data collecting agency aelecta individuals from the
population on the basis of certain (exogenous) demographical characteriatics
( like age, education and family compositíon), for example to obtain
representativeness of the sample with reapect to these characteriatics. We
postulate a response equation conditional on the decision of the data col-

ïecting agency to include en individusl in the sample. More preciaely, we
w ~

assume that yit is observed if rit ~ 0 only where the latent variable rit is

generated by the probit equation

~ w
rit - r0 i Y~xit ~ b ~zit ~ Si ; nit'

(4)

~
where gi is an individusl apecific effect, and zit contains variables

influencing nonresponse but not influencing total expenditurea, for exemple

the dummy variable ri,t-1 which indicates whether one has participated in

the previous period or not. Note that we conaider item nonresponse on Yit~
only, i.e. xit and zit are observed irrespective of the sign of rit'

It is, of course, possible that the unobserved individual characteris-

tics in (4) are correlated with xit in a way similar to (2). Analogoualy to

the assumption made there we assume

w
Si ' N~xi ' ~ii. (5)
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where Si is independent of all xit's. Substítuting (5) into (4) we obtaín

~
rit - r0 ~ Y~xit

. u'xi , b'zit r Si ~ nit' (6)

The variables in zit ma,y be correlated with the individual effects ~i, which

is the case, for example, if ri,t-1 is included. This correlation will be
handled at the estimation stage.

LettinB Ei - (Eil'...,eiT)'. IIi ~ (IIi1,....Ri.r)~ and i : (1~ 1~ „ ~1)r
of dimension T, we assume that the error terms in (3) and (6) are normally
distributed according to

iai , ei 0 oÉI , óált' oEnI , oasti'

n s- " I I. (7)~5i ~ ni o a2I , v2~~'

and that the left hand side of (7) is independent of x~t (vi,j,t). For
identification purposes we will normalize o~ t os - 1, as ususl.

The complete model is given by equations (3), (6) and (7). ~r model is

more general than the one considered by Hauaman and Wise [1979], who look at

the rsndom effecta model for two perioda with attrition in the aecond period
only. Because their probit equation is derived in a somewhat different way,

the covariances between aci and gi and between eit ~d ~it ~~atricted by
6a~~otn - Ca~~e' Our model is essentially the same as the one considered by

Ridder [1988], who deals with the problem oF constructing estimation
procedures for the general model.

3. Simple tests for attrition bias

The paremeters in the model introduced in Section 2 can be estimated in

a wide variety of ways. We assume that the parameters of interest are p and

a in equation (3). If 6E~ - O and oaz - 0 the efficient estimator of these

parameters ia the standard random effects (RE) regression eatimator (see

e.g. Hsiso [1986, p. 36]) on the unbalanced penel. This estimator will not

be consistent however if 6En ~ 0-or aa~ ~ 0(aee e.g. Hausman and Wise

[1979] or Ridder [1988]). In Verbeek and Nijman [1989] it is shown that the
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fixed effecta (FE) regression estimator is more robust to non-random non-

response end in particular, tliat it will be consistent if aEn ~ 0 or r'xit f

b'zit does not vary over time.

Consistent and efficient estimators of all parameters in the model
without imposing the restrictions oEn - 0 and Q~5 - 0 can be constructed
using the results in Ridder [1988], but these estimators are computationally
demanding. Therefore, it is very important to have simple procedures which
can be used to check the consiatency of computationally attractive es-
timators. Three possibilities are considered in this paper:

1. One can analyze one wave of the panel as a cross aection in order to

obtain simple tests of the hypothesis that aE~ 3 0 and oa~ 3 0 either

using the well known Heckman [1976] procedure to correct for semple

selectivity in cross sections or using standard ML routinea, both of

which are readily available in computer packages like LIMDEP. In

Section 5 we will show that the use of these teata requires that

there is either no state dependence (bi ~ 0) or no unobaerved

heterogeneity (as z 0) in the response equation.

2. One can compare the random effects regression estimatea on a balanced

and unbalanced panel using a Hausman test. If oEn - aa5 - 0 both

estímatora are consistent and the one based on the unbalanced penel

is efficient. Because both estimatora are inconsistent under the

slternative the power properties of this test are unclear however.

3. One can, similar to the Heckman [1979] procedure in the crosa sec-

tional case, add one or more correction terms to the regression

equation (3) using an estimated version of the response equation. If

aEn z 0 and oa~ - 0 these correction terms should not be significant.

This approach requires numerical integration (over one dimenaion) in

order to compute the correction terms.

We will return to the three possibilities listed above in Sections 5. 6 end

7, respectively.
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4. Application to the determinants of total annual expenditures

The procedures which are described and developed in this paper will be

used to derive the determinants of total expenditures per household in the

Netherlands. The data we use are taken from the monthly Expenditure Index

Panel conducted by Intomart, a private marketing research agency. We use

observations from April 1984 until March 198~. The data set gives an exten-

sive and detailed description of the expenditure patterns in each month of a

sample of households in the Netherlands. Demographical characteristics (age,

education, family composition) are registered only once a year. Because of

this fact, and to enlighten the computational burden, we decided to

construct a panel of yearly observations for April 1984 - March 1985, April

ig85 - March 1986 and April 1986 - March 198~. For ease of presentation we

refer to these periods as 1984, 1985 and 1986, respectively. More details of

the data set can be found in Appendix A.

In our sample, some of the households do not report total annual expen-

ditures in an,y of the three years under consideration (e.g. because they

stay in the panel for less than a year), some report for one year, some for

two years and others for all three years. If total expendltures are not

observed for some household in some period this is either due to the fact

that a household is not asked (anymore) to report its expenditures or to

refusal or inability of the household to supply expenditure data (given that

it is asked for). Because the data on expenditures are collected on a

monthly basis it is possible to distinguish between these two types of

nonresponse if we are willing to model the way in which the data collecting

agency reacts if a household does not respond. We assume that the household

is repeatedly asked to cooperate by the data collecting agency until it has

never responded during the last six months. The actual atrategy used by

Intomart is more complicated than this but can probably be closely ap-

proximated by this assumption. If a household is not asked to cooperate in

the first month of a year (April, in our case), that household is, by as-

sumption, not asked to cooperate in that year. The assumptions are uaed to

divide the observations into the following three categoriea:
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1. Household i is asked to cooperate and responds in year t
~

(rit ~ 0)

2. Household i is asked to cooperate but does not respond in
r

year t (rit ~ 0)

3. Household i is not asked to cooperate in year t(household i

not included in the sample in year t)

The actual distribution of the households in our sample over these pos-

sibilities is given ín Table 1. Of courae a household can belong to a

different category ín each year. Table 2 gives aome more information on the

responae patterns in the data set under conslderation. We see in this table,

for example, that only 113 households are observed in all three yeara, while

129 households are observed in 1984 only. A comparison of Tables 1 and 2

shows that no observation on total annuel expenditures for aqy of the three

years under consideration is available for 1024 households. We neverthelesa

have information on their characteristica from the same dataset because they

cooperated for at least one month.

Table 1. Characterization of the observations

1984 1985 1986

1. observed 307 377 366

2. not obs.;asked 204 505 404

3. not esked 1157 786 898
1 4 .

Total 1668 1668 1668

The data set described above ia used to model the determinants of total

annusl expenditures using the model in (3), (6) and (7). The
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Table 2 Characterization of numbers of households with annual expenditures
observed at least once

1984 1985 1986

Complete 113 - - - - - " - - 113 - - - - - - - 113

Observed in 2 years - - - 115 - - - - - - - 115
48-------- 48---
17 - - - - - - - 17

Observed in 1 year 129 ---
- - - 101 - - -

- - - 121

Total observed 307 - 377 366

endogenous variable yit in (3) is the logarithm of the total snnual

household expenditures. The vector of exogenous variablea xit consists of

demographical characteristics: the level of education (1-7), the age and age
squared of the head of the household (divided by 100 end 10,000,

respectively), the numbers of children between 0 end 5 yeara old, between 6

and 12 and between 13 and 18 and finally the number of adults in the

household. In Section 2 the exogenous variables xit were assumed to be

observed for each houaehold in each period. In fact this was not fully true

in our data set. Missing valuea of exogenous variables have been imputed

using the information on these variables in the adjacent periods. Because of

the nature of the exogenous variablea end because of the limited number of

missing values we have ignored the corresponding approximation error. Note

that our specification requires that the explanatory variablea are strictly

exogenous.

According to (6) the response probabilities depend on the variables

which determine the total expenditures as well as on additional variables

zit. In our application, zit contains ri,t-1' a dummy variable which is one

if the individual participated in the previous period and zero otherwise,

and ai,t-1' a dummy which is one if the individual was asked to participate

in the previous period and zero otherwise. These dummy variables are added
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to model posaible state dependence, according to which the response

probabilities of households with the same demographic characteristics and

even the seme unobserved individual effect 51 can differ because e.g. one

household cooperated in the previous period while a second household refused

to cooperate. State dependence on response in the previous period might be

negative because of the heavy response burden on the households which

cooperate, but can also be positive if the households value the way ín which

they are forced to keep close track of their expenditures. State dependence

on being asked in the previous period is expected to be negative because

this paremeter measures the difference in response probabilities for

households who did not respond in the previous period while one of them was

asked to do so and the other wea aimply not included in the sample. Note

that because of the presence of the unobaerved heterogeneíty term gi in (6)

which yields positive autocorrelation in the disturbances, state dependence

on response in the previous period can be negative without conflicting with

the stylized fact from Table 2 that response is more likely for householda

which responded in the previous period.

5. Estimatea of the expenditure and responae equations based on one wave of

the panel

In Section 3 we stressed the importance of simple procedurea to check

whether or not standard estimators of the parameters in (3) will be consis-

tent. One possibility referred to there is to atart wíth analyzing juat one

wave of the panel as a croas section in which lagged variables are also

observed, which is the aubject of this section. The adventage of analyzing

one wave only is that the issue of aelectivity for this case has been widely

discussed in the literature. The disadventege ia of course a loss in ef-

ficiency and moreover the fact that one can no longer distinguish between

state dependence and unobaerved heterogenelty.

The complete model based on one wave of the panel is given by
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~
yit - ~0 r ~~x1t 4 ~~xi ~ E3t

(8)

r ~
rit 3 r0 } Y1xit

~ p'xi i blri,t-1 ` s2ai,t-1 ~ nit' (9)

where Eit - mi i Eit ~d ~i S 5 1 ~ nit ~ normally diatributed error terma
with mean zero, variances ~ and 1, reapectively, and correlation ccef-
ficient pEn. If ri,t-1 were en exogenous variable or íf a priori S1 t 0,
equations ( 8) and (9) constitute the standard sample selection model of
Heckman [1976], also known es the Type II Tobit Model of Amemiya [1984].
However, although ri,t-1 is observed it is not correct to treat it as
exogenous like the other explanatory variables in (9) if a~ ~ 0, since in

~
that case it is correlated with nit ( aee e.g. Heckman [1981b]). Thia problem
can be solved because the preaent model is e textbook exemple of a case
where the pre-semple conditions are truly exogenous. Because the process has
only started in the first wave of the panel and before that, there wes no
panel and thua no attrition procesa the initisl conditions are truly
exogenous and we can set ri~ - 0. However, estimatora which take the cor-

~
relation between ri,t-1 ~d nit into account can no longer be classified as

"simple procedures to check whether or not standard estimators will be

consistent". Analysia of a single wave of the panel yields símple procedures

to test for attrition bias if there is either no state dependence in the

response behavior or no unobaerved heterogeneity. Therefore we distinguish

two response equationa in thia section:

Case I: We include ri,t-12~d easume that there is no unobaerved

heterogeneity (d~ - 0), which ís required for consiatency of

the ML estimators.

Case II: We exclude ri,t-1 from the response equation, whích ia valid

if it is known that there is no atate dependence (b1 3 0).

Note that aimilar problems do not arise with reapect to si,t-1 which is by

assumption exogenous.
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Since many of the exogenous variables included in our specification do

not vary much over time for a given individual, the ~ parameters are in

general not very well identified. Therefore, we will present estimatea of

g t a(which is relatively well identified and represents the long term

effect of e permanent change in the explanatory variables) end a(which

describes the correlation of the explanatory variables with the individusl

effect). The first estimates of p 4 a end a have been computed using OLS on

the 1986 wave of the panel only and are reported in the first column of

Table 3. Of course these estimates are consistent if QEn - 0 only. The

results suggest, for example, that households with a head with a higher

education spend more than similar households with e lower educational level.

The relation between log total expenditures and the age of the head of the

household appears to be quadratíc and - all other variables being conatant -

appears to be parebolic with a top at the age of 63, which seems to be

fairly high. Each additional household member has a positive effect on total

expenditures, the effect being largest for an adult household member and

smalleat for a child between 6 end 12 years old. To test the hypothesis that

all elements of a are equal to zero, i.e. that the individual effects are

uncorrelated with the explanatory varíables, a likelihood ratio test and an

F-test are performed. The corresponding test statiatics take the values of

16.46 and 2.34, respectively, which are both significant at a 5 X level.

If the probability of a certain household to be observed (i.e. to

belong to category 1 in Table 1) is not independent of the endogenous

variable, log total expenditures, the sample consisting of category 1

households is not rendom. Using this sample without correcting for selec-

tívity will result in biased inferences if the explanatory variables in the

model do not fully account for-this dependence. To enalyze the question of

selectivity we have used response equation (9). If either bl ~ 0 or

(implicitly) 65 - 0 is imposed the paremetera ~ and a can be consistently

estimated without imposing pEn - 0 for example by using the meximum

likelihood estimator or using the estimation procedure put forward by

Heckman (19~6, 19~9], which is computationally more attractive. Normality of

the diaturbances in (8) and (9} is necessary for consistency of the maximum

likelihood estimator and sufficient for the Heckman [19~9] eatimator (cf.
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Table 3. Estimation results expenditure equation (1986 wave only)

OLS OLStHeckman's a OIStHeckman's A
[I: no unobserved [II: no state
heterogeneity] dependence]

p . a:
educ 0.13 (0.01)

age 4.38 (1.26)

age-sq. -3.46 (1.27)

nkids0-5 0.16 (0.05) .

nkids6-lz o.03 (0.04)

nkidsl3-18 0.13 (0.04)

nadults 0.38 (0.04)

A:
educ 0.06 (0.04)

age -26.80 (11.66)

age-sq. 24.91 (10.18)

nkids0-5 0.24 (0.14)

nkidsó-12 0.08 (0.13)

nkidsi3-18 -0.002 (0.13)

nadults 0.15 (0.13)

Auxiliary parameters:

intercept 12.44 (0.31) ~

~ 0.38 (o.oi)

Inverted Mill's
ratio (Heckman's ~)

0.12 (0.01) 0.10 (0.02)

3.78 (1.28) 1.13 (z.óo)

-2.87 (1.30) -0.20 (2.61)
0.16 (0.05) 0.18 (0.07)
0.03 (0.04) -0.003 (0.05)

0.13 (0.04) 0.14 (0.05)
0.40 (0.04) 0.51 (o.io)

0.07 (0.04) 0.08 (0.05)

-29.95 (11.56) -47.81 (20.60)
27.22 (io.o1) 40.10 (16.01)
0.22 (0.14) 0.08 (0.20)
0.08 (0.13) 0.04 (0.17)
-0.03 (0.13) -0.17 (0.20)

0.17 (o.i3) 0.31 (0.19)

12.65 (0.33) 13.66 (0.87)

0.39 (n.c.) 0.79 (n.c.)

-o.i4 (0.09) -0.87 (0.56)

Number of observations: 366
Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 3. (continued)

Simultaneous ML
[I: no unobserved
heterogeneity]

Simultaneous ML
[II: no state
dependence]

S a a:

educ

age

age-sq.

nkids0-5

nkids6-12

nkidsl3-18

nadults

educ

age

age-sq.

nkids0-5

nkids6-12

nkidsl3-18

nadults

Auxiliary parameters:

Loglikelihood:

0.12 (0.01)

3.22 (1.38)

-2.33 (1.37)
0.16 (0.06)
0.03 (0.04)
0.13 (0.05)
0.41 (0.04)

0.07 (0.04)
-32.37 (19.84)
29.03 (17.68)
0.19 (o.i8)
0.07 (0.19)

-0.05 (0.22)
0.19 (0.18)

12.83 (0.37)
0.42 (0.03)
-0.59 (o.ió)

-642.96

0.12 (0.01)
2.49 (1.48)

-1.62 (1.47)

0.15 (0.07)
0.01 (0.05)

0.13 (0.05)
0.43 (0.04)

0.07 (0.05)
-36.64 (23.30)
32.14 (20.42)

0.13 (0.20)

0.03 (0.20)

-0.08 (0.24)

0.23 (0.18)

13.10 (0.40)
0.49 (0.04)
-0.80 (0.07)

-674.78
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Olsen [1980]). Therefore, we have tested the normality assumption in both

equations. It is atraightforward to compute a Lagrange Multiplier test of

the normality hypothesis using the reaiduels of the regresaion equation (8)

and the generalized residuals of the probit equation (see Chesher and Irish

[1987] for the latter). These tests check for skewness end excess kurtosis

of the error dlatribution. The test statistics, which are under the null

hypothesis asymptotically distributed as central Chi-squares with two

degrees of freedom, take the following values:

expenditure equation (8) : 5.55
response equation (9) : 4.04 (Case I)
response equation (9) :. 6.16 ( Case II),

which shows that normality of the error terms in both equations is not

rejected at a 5x significance level in case I(ttg - 0). In case II (bl - 0)

normality of the probit error term is only slightly rejected at a 5x level.

Given these test results, we will in the aequel ignore the problem of pos-

sible non-normality and stay within the normal framework. Evidently,
dropping the normality assumption would introduce a large number of new

problems far beyond the scope of this paper. Note that the teata are per-

formed assuming that the two error terms are uncorrelated; if this

correlation is non-zero a joint normality test of both error terms could be

obtained using, for example, the results from Lee [1984].

Let us now discuss the estimation results obtained from the Heckman

procedure and the maximum likelihood method respectively. At the firat stage

of the estimation procedure put forward by Heckman [1976, 1979] one es-

timates the probit response equation (9). The estimation results are

presented in the first two columns of Table 4 for ceae I and II, respec-

tively. Let us restrict attention to case I(no unobserved heterogeneity)

first. Few variables have a signifícant impact on the response behaviour.~
The relationship between the response tendency (the latent variable rit) and

age appeara to be quadratic with a top at 47 years, while the number of

adult household members clearly has a negative influence on the tendency to

respond. The effect of education is positive, though not significant. The
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two dummy variables appear to indicate clear atate dependence. The sign of

the coefficient of ri,t-1 implies that the responae probability increases

because of state dependence if the household responded in the previous

period, which is not surprising as unobserved heterogeneity is ruled out by

assumption as the cause of the dependence on reaponse behaviour in the

nrevious period. The results for Case II (no atate dependence) are preaented

in the second column of Table 4. All parameter estimates are shifted

somewhat, but the most remarkable difference ia the eatimate of b2, the

effect of being asked in the previous period, which now has become insig-

nificantly positive. Obviously, the effects of the two (correlated) lagged

dummies are now comprised into one, which compares the probability of

responding ~f a given individual when he cooperated in the previous period

nnd when he did not (for one reason or the other).

The likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis that all elements of xit are

uncorrelated with the individual effects (i.e. that all elements of K are

equel to zero) takes the slightly significent value of 15.04 in case I and

the insignificant value of 12.44"in case II.

The aecond stage of the Heckman C1976. 1979] Procedure consists of a

regression of the endogenous variable on the exogenous variables and the

estimated inverse of Mill's ratio. The results for case I and II are

presented in the second and third column of Table 3, respectively, and are

conaistent even if pEn ~ 0. The estímated atandard errors given in paren-

thesea are corrected for heteroskedasticity which is present in the error

term if the null hypothesis (pEn - O) dces not hold (aee Greene [1981] for

details). However, for case II the estimate of pE~ lies outside the unit

interval, so the estimated standard errors in the third column may not be

valid. If pEn z 0, i.e. if the observations on the total expenditures are

missing at random, the estimated ínverse of Mill's ratio will not enter

regression equation (8) significantly. A conventional t-test dces not reject

the hypothesis of no selectivity bias in both cases. In addition, the dif-

ferences between the OLS estimators with and without correction (columns 1

and 2-3 of Table 3) appear to be fairly small. However, the addition of a

correction term to (3) is not the most efficient way to test for selection

bias. The fact that many of the regressors in the selection equation are
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Table 4 Estimation results response equation (1986 wave only)

maximum likelihood, equation (8)

[I: no unobserved
heterogeneity]

Y i N.
intercept

educ

age

age-sq.

nkidso-5

nkids6-12

nkidsi3-18

nadults

-0.57 (0.75)
0.05 (0.03)

3.99 (2.80)
-4.25 (2.79)
-0.05 (o.ll)
0.07 (0.09)
0.07 (0.10)

-o.i9 (0.07)

H:
educ

age

age-sq.

nkidso-5

nkidaó-12

nkidsl3-18

nadults

b:
participated
last periodT

asked to part.
last period7

-0.06 (o.ll)

62.53 G42.77)

-40.25 (34.z4)
o.2z (0.33)
-0.03 (0.30)
o.i5 (0.37)
-0.43 (0.27)

1.05 (0.13)

-0.61 (0.14)

Loglikelihood -485.54

[II: no state
dependence]

-0.85 (0.73)
0.04 (0.03)
5.15 (2.73)

-5.27 (2.72)
-0.04 (0.10)
0.05 (0.08)

-0.004 (0.09)

-0.22 (0.07)

-0.05 (o.ll)
46.98 (41.40)

-32.30 (33.72)
0.26 (0.33)
0.03 (0.30)
0.31 (0.36)
-0.28 (0.27)

0.14 (0.10)

-518.38

Number of observations: 770
Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 4. (continued)

simultaneous maximum likelihood, equations ( 8) and (9)

[I: no tmobserved [II: no state
heterogeneity] dependence]

~r;u:
intercept -0.42 (0.86) -0.67 (0.81)

edsc 0.05 ( 0.03) 0.05 (0.03)

age 3.26 ( 3.~) 4.03 (2.84)

age-sq. -3.55 ( 2.92) -4.15 (2.77)

nkids0-5 -0.07 (0.11) -0.08 (0.11)

nkids6-12 0.07 ( 0.08) 0.05 (0.09)

nkidsl3-18 0.07 (0.10) -0.004 (o.io)

nadults -0.20 ( 0.08) -0.23 (0.08)

u:
educ -0.04 (0.11) -0.02 (0.11)

age 58.92 (51.42) 36.03 (47.22)

age-sq. -37.17 (40.56) -24.10 (37.14)

nkidso-5 0.16 (0.33) 0.10 (0.34)

nkids6-12 -0.08 .(0.30) -0.07 (0.33)

nkidsl3-18 o.i2 (o.4z) 0.26 (0.42)

nadults -0.41 (0.29) -0.25 (0.29)

b:
participated 0.99 (0.14)
last period?

asked to parL. -0.52 (0.14) 0.22 (0.09)
last periodT

-0.59 (o.i6) -0.80 (0.07)
pEn

( QEn -0.24 (0.08) -0.39 (0.07) )

Loglikelihood -642.96 -674.78
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also present in the etructural equation can easily yield e multicollinearíty
problem and thus complicate the identification of the crucial parameter (see
e.g. Olsen [1980] or Líttle (1985]). Neverthelesa the relevant t-ratio ia
already larger than 1.5.

A fully efficient estimator of all parametera in the model (including
the crucial correlation coefficient) can, of course, be obtained using the
maximum likelihood method estimator. Though straightforward, ML requirea
numerical optimization and may therefore not be computationally attractive
in applied work. For cese I and II, the ML estimation results for equation
(8) are given in the fourth and fifth column of Table 3, reapectively, thoae
for the probit equation (9) in the third snd fourth column of Table 4,
respectively. In both cases, the point estimatea of pE~ are highly sig-
nificant according to standard t-test measures. The null hypothesis of no
selectivity bias will therefore be rejected when a Wald type of test (t-
test) is used. However, if we impose the restriction pEn ~ 0 and compare the
restricted log likelihood maximum with the unreatricted one by means of a
lii:elihood ratio test, the test statistic takes the value of 3.88 for case

I, which is only slightly signifícant at a 5X level, and 5.9z for case II.
Although the Wald test and the Likelihood Ratio test are asymptotically
equivalent, this is not too surprising. It has been ahown in the literature

that the numerical value of the Wald test atatiatic in amall samples is
highly dependent on the algebraical formulation of the null hypothesis, aee
e.g. Gregnry and Veal [19857. Lafontaine and White [1986] and Phillips and

Park [1988]. Reformulating the restriction pE~ ~ 0 as vEn - 0 reduces the

value of the Wald (t) test statistic from -3.~6 to -2.98 for case I end from

-11.04 to -5.88 for case II, as ahown in Table 4. In both casea, the null

hypothesis still has to be rejected.

In summary, the estimetion'results from a single wave of the panel are

intuitively plausible. The reaulta seem to indicate that the nonresponse

occurring in the panel is related to the explanatory variables and, more

importantly, to the error term in the expenditures equation and thua causes

attrition bias although the estimated coefficients in the expenditure
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equation are not dramatically distorted. Note however that all estimates

which are preaented in this section are inconsistent if the reaponse

equation shows both atate dependence and unobserved heterogeneity. Before we

turn in Section 8 to estimation procedures that are consiatent whether or

not both state dependence and heterogeneity occur and whether or not at-

trition bias ia present in the atandard estimatora we consider two other

simple procedures to test the presence of attrition bias: e Hausman test

comparing random effects regression estimates of the expenditure equation

from the balenced and an unbalaqced panel (Section 6) and Heckman like

correction terms included in the expenditure equation beaed on the un-

balanced panel (Section ~).

6. A Ha~~e~n~ test on attrition bias based on eatimates from a balanced and

unbalanced panel

An alternative procedure to test for attrition bias is to compute

estimates of the expenditure equation based on the balanced aubpanel of

coeplete observations only, as is typically done in current practice, and to

compare theae with estimates from the unbalanced panel using a Hauaman teat.

Because both estimators are consiatent and the one based on the unbalanced

panel ia efficíent, significant differences between the estimates ahould be

caused by a non-random response problem if (3) ia otherwise correctly

specified.
Random èffects estimates of the parameters ~B ~ 7~ end 7~ in (3) based on

the specificatíon

yit '~0 '(~ '~)'xit a~'{xi- xit)
i oti ~ Eit (10)

are presented in the first column of Table 5. Although there ia little time

variatíon in the exogenous variables, the a coefficients are surpriaingly

well identified. The estimates of p 4 a differ, though not drematically,

from the resulta in the previous section although the negatíve sign for the

influence of the number of children between 6 and 12 years old is counterin-

tuitive and in conflict with the earlier results. The top of the
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Table 5 Estimation results expenditure equation without corrections

Balanced sub-panel Unbalanced panel
~ . a:

intercept 11.04 (0.52) 12.53 (0.20)

educ 0.16 (0.02) 0.13 (0.01)

age 10.16 (2.00) 5.57 (0.85)

age-sq. -9.21 (1.92) -5.09 (0.85)

nkids0-5 0.22 (0.08) 0.14 (0.03)

nkida6-12 -0.08 (0.07) 0.08 (0.02)

nkiasl3-18 o.i8 (O.o9) 0.13 (0.03)

naaults o.35 (0.06) 0.25 (0.02)

a:
educ 0.15 (0.03) 0.12 (0.02)

age 9.36 (4.18) -0.84 (2.92)

age-sq. -8.93 (3.51) -0.43 (2.45)

nkias0-5 0.25 (0.11) 0.15 (0.06)

nkíds6-12 -0.14 (0.10) 0.06 (0.05)

nkidsl3-18 0.31 (0.12) 0.18 (0.06)

nadults 0.42 (0.09) 0.24 (0.05)

02 0.04 (n.c.) 0.04 (n.c.)u
a2 0.10 ( n.c.) 0.10 (n.c.)
a

Number of individuals 113 644
Number of observations 339 1050

Standard errors in parentheses
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age effect is reduced somewhat to 55 Years. Another notable fact is that the

standard errors associated with the p a a parameters are larger if the

balanced sub-panel of complete observations is analyzed than if the 1986

wave only is analyzed. This is obvioualy caused by the reduction in the

number of observations (113 households in the balenced subpanel and 366 in

the 1986 wave) and by the fact that the variation between individuals of the

explanatory variablea is probably larger than the variation within in-

divíduals.
Although in applied work attention is usually restricted to balanced

sub-panels, it is still rather straightforward to analyze unbalenced panels

as long as posaible selectivity bias is ignored, i.e. es long ea vE~ - a~X -

0 is assumed. The random effects eatimator for the unbalanced case cen

easily be obtained from OLS on the model in transformed data, just like in

the balanced case, but with transformations that depend on the number of

time series observations for each individual (aee Baltagi [1985] or Wansbeek

end Kapteyn [19897 for a general treatment). The estimates for the un-

balanced case are preaented in the second column of Table 5. Note that the

standard errors are substantially reduced if the incomplete obaervations are

also taken into account.
An informal comparison of the estimation results from the balanced sub-

panel and the unbalanced panel as performed e.g. by Bjtlrklund [1989]
suggests the presence of attrition bias because the point estimatea in the

first and second column appear to differ subatantislly at firat aíght. Note,

for example, that the effects of'additional household members (both adults

and children) are all significently positive if the unbalanced panel is

used. A formal Hausman test for selectivity bías yields the value 30.4 which

is significant from a x2 distributíon with 15 degrees of freedom (the

critical value at a 5X level is 25.0 and 30.6 at a lx level). In Appendix B

we ahow that the test statistic comparing the estimatora from the balanced

and the unbalanced panel is identical to the one that compares the eatimator

form the balenced panel end the estimator from the incomplete observations

only. A more elaborate analysis, including e Monte Carlo atudy, of this

Hausman test and of related testa for aelectivity bias is given in Verbeek

and Nijman [1989].
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Of course the significanoe of the Hausman teat could be due to
miaspecification instead of attrition bias as well. As suggested by
Chamberlain [1982,1984] we tested the restrictions (3) impoaes on the
reduced form parameters rtst in

yit s rtOt } rtltxil 4 rt2txi2 ~ rt3txi3 ~ ~it

using e minimum dístence technique without imposing the error componenta
structure. The test statistic tekea the value of 57.9 if the balanced panel
ia used end the value of 25.9 if the unbalanced panel ís used which are both
inaignificent from a X2 distribution with 51 degrees of freedom. More
details on the estimation resulta obtained using the Chamberlain [1982,1984]

procedures are available upon request.

7. Tests for attrition bias based an the addition of correction terme

In Sections 5 end 6 we tested the hypothesis of no attrition bias uaing
standard crosa sectional procedures on a single wave of the panel and using
a Hausman teat on the difference of paremeter eatimates from a balanced and
unbalanced penel. In this section we will conaider the third poasibility to
test for attrition bias referred to in Section 3, i.e. addition of Heckman
[1976] type correction terma to the expenditure equation.

Application of Hecl~an's two step estimatlon method in the panel data
case ia in principle a straightforward extension of the crosa sectional
case. Ridder [1988] has shown that the expectations of the error terms ai

and eit conditional on the response indicator vector ri ~(ril" " riT)~ c~
be written as

E{ ai ~ ri }` oa~Cli'
(12)

E{ eit I ri }- oenC2it' (13)
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if (3), (6) and (7) hold, where C1i and C21t depend on unknown paremeters of

the reaponse equation (6) just as in the case of a cross section. Once these

parametera have been eatimated, estimated correction terms can easily be

added to (3) and a test for the significence of these variable is a test for

attrition bias.
Although conceptuelly atraightforward, the Heckman [1976] procedure is

computationally much less attractive in the panel data case than in the cese

of s croas section. Both maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters in

the responae equation and the evaluation of the conditional expectations in

the correction terms in (12) and (13) require numerical integration.

Fortunately however in both cases the dimensíon of the numerical integration

can be reduced to only one because of the essumed error components structure

(see, e.g., Butler and Moffitt [1982] for the eatimation problem and Ridder

[1988] for the evaluation of the correction terms). The maximum likelihood

estimator is consistent and esymptotically efficient (see Heckman [1978,

1981b]) even if both state dependence and unobserved heterogeneity are

present because in our applicationa the initiel conditions are truly

exogenous as explained in Section 5 and we can set ri0 L 0. For the

exogenous process generating ait.the assumption ai0 - 0 can be motivated

ssing a similar argument. Note that we have to eatimate the probit equation

with en unbalanced panel as well, since we have aplit miasing observations

into two categories, viz. unwilling to respond and not asked to respond

while only the first category is explained in the probit equation.

Alternatively, the response equation can be eatimated, e.g., by using the

method of simulated moments proposed by McFadden [1987]. and if bl S 0 elso

by the generalized conditional moment estimator propoaed by Poirier end Ruud

[1988] or the estimation procedure suggested by Chamberlain [1984].

Chamberlain [1984] eatimates reduced form parametera uaing a univariate

probit model for each year in a first stage, while in a second stage the

restrictions implied by the model (6) are imposed by means of a minimum

distance technique. Under the assumption of an error componenta atructure

the efficient maximum likelihood estimator ia computationally still trac-

table. If this asaumption is dropped ML requires in general T dimenaional

numerical integration, but fortunately the alternative eatimators can be

used to compute consistent estimators. Consiatency of the
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Table 6 Estimation results response equation (panel 1984 - 1986)

maximum likelihood

. H.
intercept -1.32 (0.43)

educ 0.02 (0.02)

age 6.56 (1.84)

age-sq. -5.57 (1.88)

nkidso-5 -0.03 (0.06)

nkids6-12 -0.04 (0.05)

nkidsl3-18 -0.09 (0.07)

nadults -0.19 (0.05)

u:
educ -0.04 (0.06)

age 4.36 (9.87)

age-sq. 4.84 (8.38)

nkids0-5 0.14 (0.18)

nkias6-12 -0.03 (0.17)

nkidsl3-18 0.05 (0.20)

nadults -0.02 (0.14)

b:
participated previous 0.22 (0.19)
period?

asked to participate -0.44 (0.13)
previous period?

~~ 0.41 (o.i0)

log-likelihood: -i391.16

Number of individuals: 1125
Number of observations: 2163
Standard errors ín parentheses
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estimatora proposed by Chamberlein [1984] end Poirier and Ruud [19~]

pears to requíre bl - 0, however.
aP-

In Table 6 we preaent the ML (multivariate probit) estimates based on

all three waves of the panel. Similar estimatea based on the third wave only

have been presented in Section 5. The resulta confirm that the age of the

head of the household and the number of adults in the houaehold are impor-

tant determinants of the response probabilities. The response tendency

appears to be largest at the age of 59. The unobserved heterogeneity

parameter is significent and accounts for 40x of the error variance but

there is little indication of state dependence conditional on participation

in the previous period. Clearly the important and in Section 4 atrongly

simplifying assumption bl - 0 can not be rejected. Also note that if this

assumption is imposed a priori, as in case II of Section 4, the resulta from

the 1986 wave only provide conaistent estimates of all parameters needed to

compute the Heckman type correction terms, except for the parameter as. Thia

parameter can be estimated through one dimensional numerical optimization of

the likelihood over a~ only with the values of the other paremetera replaced

by the consiatent eatimates from Section 4, which ia of course com-

putationally more attractive than full ML.

Ordinery least squares estimates of the parameters in (3) with

inclusion of the correction terms evaluated at the eatimates of the response
equation reported in Table 6, are presented in the firat column of Table ~.

Of course the routinely computed standard errors in OLS presented in this
column wíll only be valid i f there is no autocorrelation in the error term

the null hypotheais of no selectivity bias (aa~ ~ 0,

Because a2 z 0 is unlikely to be true (in the light of our
(a~ z 0) and if
aEn - 0) holds.
results in Table 5)
ditional variables

a
the t teste or F test for the inclusion oP the ad-

can not be used to test the hypothesis of no attrition

bias (aa~ - aE~ - 0). It is, of course, fairly easy to compute atandard

errors which are valid under this hypothesis even if a2 ~ 0 which can be~
used to test the hypothesis, since the error term has en error components

structure if aa5 r aE~ - 0. However, if this is not true Ridder [1988] shows

that the error term in the equation with the correction terms included in

general dces not have an error components structure anymore which
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Table 7 Estimation results expenditure equation (unbalanced panel 1984 -
- 1986) correcting for selectivity

o[,Si) Feasible GLS2)

S . a:

intercept 12.48 (0.25) 12.52 (0.25)

educ 0.13 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01)

age 5.74 (0.83) 5-57 (0.93)

age-sq. -5.26 (0.80) -5.10 (0.92)

nkids0-5 o.i5 (0.03) O.i4 (O.o3)

nkids6-12 0.07 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02)

nicidsl3-18 0.13 - (0.03) 0.13 (0.03)

nadults 0.28 (0.02) 0.25 (0.02)

a:

educ o.13 (0.03) 0.13 (0.02)

age -1.75 (5.53) -0.98 (3.18)

age-sq. -0.05 (4.46) -0.36 (2.55)

n3ctdso-5 o.i6 (0.10) o.i5 (0.06)

nkids6-12 0.05 (0.09) 0.06 (0.05)

ntcidsi3-18 o.i8 (o.lo) 0.18 (0.06)

nadults 0.27 (0.08) 0.24 (0.05)

6~z -0.002 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03)

a -0.07 (0.08) -0.01 (0.06)
En

Number of individuals: 644
Number of observations: 1050

1) Standard errors (in parentheses) only valid if cEn L a~~ ~ oá - 0

2) Standard errors only valid under 6E~ - 6a~ - O
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complicates Generalized Least Squares estimation. However, one can perform
feasible GLS using an estimate of the variance covariance matrix under the

null hypothesis resulting in consistent parameter estimates (even if in case

of attrition bias) with valid standard errors under oas - aEn ~ 0. These

results can be used to test for attrition bias using s atraightforward F

test on the aignificance of the two correction terms. Clearly the assumption
of no attrition bias is not rejected by the GIS reaults presented in the

second column of Table 7. Of course the insignificance of the correction

terms can be caused by a multicollinearity problem similar to our experience

in Section 5.

8. Maximum likelihood estimates based on the complete model

Efficient estimates of all paremeters in the model can be obtained

using the maximum likelihood method. Because numerical integration is re-

quired in one or two dimensions for every individual in the sample at each

iteration of a high dimensional numerical optimization problem (see Ridder

[1988]) this is not computationally attractive. An efficient estimator which

is aimpler to compute is the linearized ML or two step estimator which

requires one iteration in the ML procedure from an initiel ,~N consiatent

eatimator only. The estimation results for this linearized ML estimator are

given in the first column of Table 8, where we uaed conaistent starting

values from the ML method in the response equation (Table 6) end the

feasible GLS results on the expenditure equation (Table 7). The results do

not seem to differ very much from the results from the Generalized Least

Squares estimates corrected for potentiel attrition bias presented in the

previous section. Since we used the maxímum likelihood routine proposed by

Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman [1974], the standard errors are computed from

the outer product of first derivatives of the loglikelihood function, which

might not be a valid approximation if the estimate dces not result from the

maximum of the likelihood function. The loglikelihood value under the null

hypothesis (aEn a am~ - 0) is -1673.17.

Finally, the maximum likelihood estimates ( which required a few dozen
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Table 8 ML estimation results (unbalanced panel 1984 - 1986) correcting
For selectivíty: expenditure equation

2-step maximum maximum
likelihood likelihood

~ . ~:

intercept 12.59 (0.25) 12.55 (0.25)

educ 0.13 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01)

age 5.23 (0.93) 5.37 (0.93)

age-sq. -4.74 (0.92) -4.87 (0.93)

nkiaso-5 0.15 (0.03) o.i5 (0.03)

ntcidsó-iz o.09 (0.03) 0.09 (0.03)

nkidsl3-18 0.12 (0.04) o.i2 (0.04)

nadults 0.26 (0.02) 0.26 (0.02)

a:

educ 0.12 (0.02) 0.12 (0.02)

age -2.04 (2.81) -1.28 (2.79)

age-sq. 0.61 (2.57) -0.03 12.52)

nkidso-5 0.18 (0.06) 0.19 (0.05)

nkidsó-12 0.07 (0.08) 0.08 (0.08)

nkidsl3-18 0.13 (0.09) 0.17 (0.10)

nadults 0.26 (0.05) 0.26 (0.05)

Error (co)variances:
Q2 0.038 (0.002) 0.038 (O.oo3)e
Q2 0.095 (0.007) 0.098 (0.007)a
aa~ -0.000 (0.031) 0.008 (0.030)

~ -0.035 (0.063) -0.017 (0.063)
e ~,
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Table 8. (continued) ML estimation results ( unbalanced panel 1984 - 1986)
correcting for selectivity: response equation

2-step maximum maximum
likelihood likelihood

X ' H:
intercept -1.28 (0.44) -1.31 (0.44)

educ 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)

age 6.37 (1.89) 6.54 (1.90)

age-sq. -5.41 (1.93) -5.55 (1.93)

nkidso-5 -0.03 (0.07) -0.03 (0.07)

nkids6-12 -0.04 (0.06) -0.04 (0.06)

nkidsl3-18 -o.lo (0.07) -0.09 (0.07)

nadults -0.19 (0.05) -0.19 (0.05)

u:
educ -0.05 (0.07) -0.04 (0.07)

age 5.47 (10.86) 4.29 (10.95)

age-sq. 4.08 (9.46) 4.87 (9.68)

nkidso-5 o.i2 (o.i9) o.i4 (0.19)

nkids6-12 -0.03 (0.17) -0.03 (0.17)

nkidsl3-18 -0.04 (0.20) 0.05 (0.20)

nadults -0.01 (0.14) -0.02 (0.14)

b:
participated
previous period? 0.25 (0.20) 0.23 (0.20)

asked to particip.
previous period? -0.45 (0.13) -0.45 (0.13)

dz o.40 (0.10) 0.41 (0.10)

Ending loglikelihood: -1673.59 -1672.94

Number of individuals: 1125
Number of observations: 2163
Standard errors in parentheses
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additional iterations) are presented in the second column of Table 8. It is

of course not aurprising that the results are close to the ones in the first

column. Although some of the earlier results, especislly those in Section 6,

suggested otherwise, the two parameters which model the potentisl attrition

bias, 6En and van, are both highly insignificant. A likelihood ratio test on

the joint significance of vE~ and ct~s yields the value of 0.46. If we com-

pare the maximum likelihood estimates from the second column of Table 8 with

the random effects eatimates without corrections for selectivity bias from

Table 5 the results seem to be fairly similar which is of courae not

surprísing given the insígnificance of the covariances between the two error

terma (vEn and Qas). Because of the computational burden the ML estimator ia
not recommended for use in applied work.

According to Table 8 the main determinants of annuel total expenditurea

are the averages of the demographic variablea. Year to year chenges are less

importent as the a effect is usually dominant over the p3a effect. For

example, average education in the three years under consideration has an

important effect on total expenditurea while a change in the level of

education from one year to the other hes a very small influence. In other

words, one can say that the between dimension (variation between

individuals) is much more important than the within dimenaion (variation

within individuals). For the agè variables the opposite seems to be the

case: the changes in age and age squared (which are besically time trends)

are rather important, the levela of age and age aquared are not. All

variables have the expected signs end the ordering of the effect of the

number of children or adults is plausible. Because after all attrition bies

is not very important in this application it is not surpriaing that the

final results are close to those obtained using the standard random effects

eatimator on the unbalanced panel (Table 5. column 2) or even using OLS on

one wave of the panel only (Table 3) although the latter estimates are of

course rather inefficient. However, the estimates which would typically be

reported in applied work according to current practice, the random effects

estimates based on the balanced panel (Table 5, column 1), are not only

inefficient compared to the estimates in Tables 5(column 2) and 8 but

moreover have a priori implausible aigns.
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9. Concluding remarks

In this paper we analyzed the nonresponse biea ín the determinanta of
total annual expenditures in a Dutch consumer panel. Although i t ia possible
to compute fully efficient estimates of the parameters in the model that we
considered, this is computationally demanding. Tests of the importance of
the nonresponse problem are fortunately possible using relatively simple
procedures. In the current application these tests suggested that there
might be an attrition problem but the evidence was not decisive: the teats
based on a single wave of the penel only suggested some attrition bias, but
their numerical value depends strongly on the preciae way in which the test
is carried out. Moreover these tests are invalid if the response mechaniam
shows both state dependence and unobserved heterogeneity. The Hausman teat
on the difference between estimates of the expenditure equation of the
balanced and unbalanced panel i s almost significant at the 1X level.

However, addition of Heckman [19~6] type correction terma to the expenditure
equation dces not show eny aign of attrition bias. The final efficient
estimates show that there is no nonresponse bias in the present application.
As a side product our resulta indicate how the efficiency of estimates is
affected if one uses either one wave of the panel, a balanced sub-panel, or
the unbalanced penel to obtain parameters estimates. Only the atandard
errors of the latter ones are close to the efficient estimates obtained from
the simultaneoua maximum likelihood method incorporating possible aelec-
tivity of Section 8.

Unfortunately, our analysia dces not provide a once and for all clear
cut answer to the question how nonresponse in penel data ahould be handled.
Based on the experience above, we recommend the uae of simple procedurea to
teat for attrition bíes before one turns to computationally demanding es-
timation methoda for the general model. Moreover the resulta ahow that it ia
worthwhile to use information from individuals that are not observed in all
periods es well, which is not common practice. Of course, this is com-
putationally slightly more demanding than an analysis of the balanced panel,

but the extensions are straightforward and do not require numerical in-

tegrstion or other computer time consuming operationa. The extra effort is

mainly in the programming.
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Appendix A. Description oP the data

The data used in this paper are taken from the Expenditure Index Penel
conducted by Intomart, a private marketing research sgency in the
Netherlands. In this study we use data of the period April 1984 - March

198~. Detailed information about expenditures on different categories of

consumer goods is collected on a monthly basis, while data on background
variables, like net household income, education, family composition and age
are gathered once a year.

The data sets consists- of about 800 households per month, of which
almost each month a group drops out due to nonresponse. In moat months new
households are included in the ssmple, so that the number of observationa is
approximately conatant over the montha. In practice very few households
return in the sample after a period of one or more montha not being ob-

served, i.e. nonresponse leads to attrition in many cases, even though the

data collecting agency repeatedly asks the household to cooperate during

periods of absense in the panel.
After eliminating some households with irrealistic expenditure pat-

terns, we arrive at a sample of 1668 different households, of which 543 are
none of the three years asked for their expenditure patterns. Of course,

most of these households did participate (at least once) in the yearly
survey on background variables. The response pattern of the 1668 households

in the sample is given in Table A.1.
We see, for example, in the Table that 48 households responded in 1984,

1985 but refused to respond in 1986, while 83 households were not asked in

1984, responded ín 1985 end refused to respond in 1986.
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Table A.1 Response patterns of households

1984 1985 1986

-113 (1) 113 (1)

.115 (1) 115 (1)

- 48 (i) 48 (o)

17 (1)

129 (1)-

83 (") -
18 (o) -

237 (' ) -
14 (o)-

5 (") -

31 (o)-48 (")-
141 (") -
120 (0) -

6 (o) -

543 (")

- 17 (0) 17 (1)

-129 (0) --~y81 (0)
- 101 (i) 101 (o)
- 237 (")- io2 (i)

135 (o)
~ 19 (o) 19 (1)

- 79 (o) 79 (o)

~261 (0) 261 (")

- 6 (") 6 (')

-543 (") 543 (")

Total: 1668 1668 1668

(') - not asked to cooperate
(0) a esked to cooperate, but not willing to
(1) - asked to cooperate and willing to
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The variables used in the analysis are the following:
1. Log total expenditurea: the (natural) logarithm of total yearly expen-

diturea in 0,01 DP1 (cents);.
2. Education, ranging from 1(primary education only) to 7(univeraity

degree).
3. Age, age of the head af the household divided by 100;
4. Age-squared (the aquare of 3.);
5. NkidsO-5, the number of children younger than 6 yeara;
6. Nkidaó-12, the number of children older then 5, younger then 13;
~. Nlcidsl3-18, the number of children older than 12, younger than 19;
8. Nadults, the number of adult household membera.
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Appendix B. Proof oP test equivalency

In this Appendix we show that the test based on comparing estimators
from the balanced subpanel and the unbalanced panel is equivalent to the

test comparing estimators from the complete (balanced) dats and the
incomplete data.

Let the estimator for the unknown parameter vector 9 based on the
complete observations only bé given by 8B and that based on the incomplete

observations only by 81. The varience covarience matrices are VB and VI,

respectively.
Since BB and 91 are independent, an efficient estimator beaed on all

data (unbalanced panel) is given by

8U -( VB1 t VI-1 )-1 ( VB1àB t VIlèI ),

with variance VU :( VB1 . VI-1 )-1. The first test statiatic, based on

comparing 9B end 6U (a standard Hausman test statistic), is given by

~1 a ( 9U - 9B )' ( VU - VB )-1 ( 8U - 8B ).

The second test statistic is based on comparison of 9B and 9I and is given

by

~Z - ( gB - àI ) ' ( vB . vI ) -1 ( àB - eI ) .

Noting that 8U - 9B - ( VB1 . VI1 )-1 VI1 ( 8I - 8B ) , we can write

i (9 9)'V-1(V-1 i V-1)-1(V V )-1(~1; V-1)-1V 1(9 9).1- B- I I C I U- B C I I B- I

from which the equivalence of Z1 and ~Z follows using atraightforward al-

gebra. Differences in small samples may be caused by the way in which the

variance covariance matrices are estimated.
a
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